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Motile Escherichia coli cells use chemoreceptor signaling arrays to
track chemical gradients with exquisite precision. Highly con-
served residues in the cytoplasmic hairpin tip of chemoreceptor
molecules promote assembly of trimer-based signaling complexes
and modulate the activity of their CheA kinase partners. To ex-
plore hairpin tip output states in the serine receptor Tsr, we char-
acterized the signaling consequences of amino acid replacements
at the salt-bridge residue pair E385-R388. All mutant receptors
assembled trimers and signaling complexes, but most failed to
support serine chemotaxis in soft agar assays. Small side-chain
replacements at either residue produced OFF- or ON-shifted out-
puts that responded to serine stimuli in wild-type fashion, sug-
gesting that these receptors, like the wild-type, operate as two-
state signaling devices. Larger aliphatic or aromatic side chains
caused slow or partial kinase control responses that proved de-
pendent on the connections between core signaling units that
promote array cooperativity. In a mutant lacking one of two key
adapter-kinase contacts (interface 2), those mutant receptors
exhibited more wild-type behaviors. Lastly, mutant receptors with
charged amino acid replacements assembled signaling complexes
that were locked in kinase-ON (E385KjR) or kinase-OFF (R388DjE)
output. The hairpin tips of mutant receptors with these more ab-
errant signaling properties probably have nonnative structures or
dynamic behaviors. Our results suggest that chemoeffector stimuli
and adaptational modifications influence the cooperative connec-
tions between core signaling units. This array remodeling process
may involve activity-dependent changes in the relative strengths
of interface 1 and 2 interactions between the CheW and CheA.P5
components of receptor core signaling complexes.
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Motile bacteria can detect and track chemical gradients, a
behavior known as chemotaxis. The molecular machinery

of bacterial chemotaxis comprises a highly organized network of
transmembrane chemoreceptors that control a histidine kinase
signaling partner. With relatively few components, yet sophisti-
cated signaling properties, bacterial chemotaxis offers a powerful
experimental system for exploring mechanisms of transmem-
brane and intracellular signaling in molecular detail. In this
regard, the extensively studied Escherichia coli chemotaxis model
is arguably the best understood of all biological signal trans-
duction systems (1, 2).
The two principal chemoreceptors of E. coli, Tar (aspartate

and maltose sensing) and Tsr (serine and AI-2 sensing), are
members of a superfamily of bacterial and archaeal proteins known
as methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) (3). Tar and Tsr
are homodimeric molecules of ∼550-residue subunits with a com-
mon functional architecture (Fig. 1A): A ligand-binding domain
external to the cytoplasmic membrane senses chemoeffectors and
conveys stimulus signals through transmembrane helices to a
HAMP domain on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. The
four-helix HAMP bundle (4) in turn modulates the conformation
of an extended, antiparallel four-helix coiled coil (5) containing
sites for sensory adaptation. Sensory inputs culminate at a kinase
control domain at the membrane-distal hairpin tip that transmits

signals to the cell’s rotary flagellar motors. Two hairpin tip residues
of Tsr, E385 and R388, are subjects of the present study.
Receptors of different detection specificities can form mixed

trimers of dimers through interactions between their highly con-
served cytoplasmic hairpin tips (6, 7) (Fig. 1B). Receptor core
complexes, the fundamental signaling unit, contain two receptor
trimers of dimers, one homodimeric, multidomain histidine auto-
kinase (CheA) and two molecules of a scaffolding protein (CheW)
(8–10). CheW couples CheA autophosphorylation activity to re-
ceptor control through interaction with the CheA.P5 domain at
interface 1 (Fig. 1C). CheA phosphoryl groups serve, in turn, as
phosphodonors for the CheY response regulator, an aspartate
autokinase. The phosphorylated form of CheY (P-CheY) binds to
the flagellar rotational switch to trigger clockwise reversals that
initiate random changes in swimming direction (11). Attractant
stimuli down-regulate CheA, thereby augmenting counterclockwise
flagellar rotation, the default behavior that produces forward
swimming movements.
The signaling properties of receptor core units approximate

two-state behavior (12). Both chemoeffector stimuli and covalent
adaptational modifications shift an equilibrium between kinase-
active (ON) and kinase-inactive (OFF) signaling complexes to
control locomotor behavior. Attractant ligands initiate behav-
ioral responses by reducing the kinase activity of receptor com-
plexes. These signaling changes in turn trigger a slower sensory
adaptation process that works to restore prestimulus kinase
activity, thereby enabling the cell to detect and respond to
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subsequent attractant increases as it swims about in chemoeffector
gradients. Sensory adaptation involves methylation and demeth-
ylation of specific glutamic acid residues interposed between
the HAMP domain and hairpin tip of the receptor cytoplasmic
domain. Methylation, catalyzed by CheR, enhances receptor ki-
nase activity; demethylation, catalyzed by CheB, reduces kinase
activity. The signaling state of the methylation helices regulates
their substrate properties for the adaptation enzymes. OFF-shifted
receptors are preferred substrates for CheR; ON-shifted receptors
are preferred substrates for CheB (13–15).
Chemoreceptor core units assemble into large arrays through

a second CheW–CheA.P5 interaction surface at interface 2 (Fig.
1C). Interface 2 connections between core units form signaling
teams linked by hexagonal CheW-P5 rings that form higher-order
hexagonal arrays through additional interface 2 links (Fig. 1C).
Interface 2 connections enable the receptor array to operate as a
multisubunit allosteric enzyme that produces highly cooperative
kinase control responses (16, 17).
Although the overall architecture of receptor arrays has been

established (9, 10, 18), array operation at the molecular level
remains poorly understood. In particular, it is not yet clear how
receptor core units function to activate and regulate the CheA
kinase. What are the key conformational or dynamic differences
between ON-state and OFF-state receptors? How do those re-
ceptor structures control CheA activity? How do CheA activity
changes propagate through the networked signaling teams in an
array? How do adaptational modifications regulate these events?
We investigated these issues by examining the signaling roles of
two highly conserved residues, E385 and R388, near the helical
hairpin tip of the Tsr receptor (Fig. 1A). In a crystal structure of
the Tsr trimer of dimers (5), the E385-R388 residues occupy two
distinct locations: those in the inner dimer subunits lie at the
trimer axis; those in the outer subunits lie at the trimer periph-
ery. In the outer subunit location, E385 and R388 lie adjacent to
receptor residues that contact CheW and CheA.P5 in core sig-
naling complexes (9, 10, 19). In the inner subunit location,

E385 and R388 form interdimer salt bridges that might make
important contributions to trimer stability, although most trimer
contact residues lie a bit further from the tip (5). In both subunit
locations, E385 and R388 occupy the helix-packing layer nearest
the hairpin bend of the tip (Fig. 1A), just below F396 residues
whose stacking arrangement has been suggested to modulate
conformational switching at the tip (20).
Our mutational analyses of E385 and R388 revealed that these

Tsr residues are not critical for trimer or core complex assembly,
but rather stabilize alternative tip conformations whose interplay
controls kinase activity and stimulus response. Nearly all amino
acid replacements at either residue abrogated chemotaxis due to
defects in CheA control, array cooperativity, or sensory adap-
tation. These findings shed important light on the nature and
control of receptor signaling states and suggest refined working
models that make testable mechanistic predictions.

Results
Tsr-E385 and Tsr-R388 Mutants. We constructed a complete set of
amino acid replacements at Tsr residue E385 by all-codon mu-
tagenesis (21) in plasmid pPA114, which expresses the tsr gene
under tight salicylate-inducible control (6). Twelve of the mutant
receptors (hereafter designated E385*) promoted some serine
chemotaxis in UU2612, a receptorless but adaptation-competent
strain (CheR+ CheB+; hereafter R+B+). Seven E385* receptors
failed to support serine chemotaxis in soft-agar assays (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S1). All mutant receptors expressed at or near native
level (SI Appendix, Table S2), indicating that their chemotaxis
phenotypes reflect functional changes in the mutant proteins
rather than folding or stability defects.
In a prior study (22), a complete set of amino acid replace-

ments at Tsr residue R388, the salt-bridge partner of E385 (Fig.
1), was constructed and initially characterized in isopropyl β-D-
thio-galactopyranoside (IPTG)-inducible Tsr expression plasmid
pCS53 (23). Those mutant receptors (hereafter designated R388*)
all exhibited normal intracellular levels, implying near-native
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structure, but most failed to support serine chemotaxis in soft agar
assays. Tsr proteins encoded by pCS53 and its mutant derivatives
carry the S366C reporter site for directly assessing receptor
trimer-of-dimer formation with in vivo cross-linking assays (7).
None of the R388* receptors proved defective in trimer forma-
tion, indicating that the E385–R388 salt bridge interaction is not
critical for trimer assembly or stability (22). To better compare
the signaling properties of R388* receptors to those of E385*
receptors, we chose representative R388* side-chain classes and
restored the wild-type serine at residue 366 in the mutant re-
ceptors. Those R388* chemotaxis phenotypes are summarized in
SI Appendix, Fig. S1.

Signaling Properties of E385* and R388* Receptors.We assessed the
signaling properties of mutant receptors with an in vivo Förster
resonance energy transfer (FRET) kinase assay that monitors
the phosphorylation-dependent interaction of phospho-CheY
with its phosphatase partner CheZ, using CheZ-CFP (FRET
donor) and CheY-YFP (FRET acceptor) fusion proteins (24,
25). Under steady-state conditions, autophosphorylation of
CheA is the rate-limiting step in CheY phosphorylation, so the
FRET signal (YFP/CFP emissions) provides a readout of cellular
CheA activity and its response to chemoattractant stimuli. This
FRET assay yields three signaling parameters: (i) the response
K1/2, a measure of receptor sensitivity; (ii) the Hill coefficient,
reflecting response cooperativity; and (iii) the maximal level of

kinase activity in the absence of attractant stimuli relative to that
of cells with wild-type receptor signaling complexes.
We measured FRET behaviors in two host strains carrying

mutant receptor plasmids induced to native Tsr expression lev-
els. In UU2567, a host lacking the sensory adaptation enzymes
(CheR− CheB−; hereafter R−B−), Tsr molecules retain a
QEQEE residue pattern at the five adaptation sites in each
subunit (Fig. 1). Unmodified methyl-accepting glutamyl (E)
residues have OFF-shifting output effects; glutaminyl (Q) resi-
dues mimic the ON-shifting effects of methylated (Em) sites (26,
27). In the UU2567 host, wild-type Tsr molecules in the QEQEE
modification state exhibit intermediate kinase-activity and serine
sensitivity. In UU2700, a host that has the sensory adaptation
enzymes (R+B+), wild-type Tsr molecules undergo irreversible
CheB-mediated Q to E deamidation reactions and reversible
CheR-mediated methylation and CheB-mediated demethylation
reactions at the adaptation sites, culminating in a heterogeneous
receptor population with a low average modification state and
typically more OFF-shifted output than that of QEQEE receptors.
The signaling properties of E385* and R388* receptors are

summarized by residue and side-chain class in SI Appendix, Fig. S2
and by their signaling defects in Fig. 2. Most of the mutant re-
ceptors showed different kinase activities and serine-response
behaviors in the adaptation-deficient and adaptation-proficient
hosts, indicating that their mutant outputs were amenable to
some sensory adaptation control. To assess their substrate properties
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for the sensory adaptation enzymes, we expressed the mutant re-
ceptors in hosts containing either CheR or CheB and examined their
electrophoretic migration patterns in denaturing polyacrylamide
gels, which can distinguish receptors in different modification states
(28–30) (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). In single-enzyme hosts, OFF-shifted
receptors should be more readily modified by CheR than by CheB,
whereas ON-shifted receptors should be more readily modified
by CheB than by CheR.
The signaling and adaptational substrate properties of E385*

and R388* receptors defined two general structure-function
classes (Fig. 2): Mutants whose principal signaling change is an
altered response threshold (“OFF-shifted”; “ON-shifted”; Fig. 2)
may represent equilibrium shifts between native ON and OFF tip
conformations. Mutant receptors with aberrant or no output
control (“poor control” and “nonresponsive” in Fig. 2) probably
have more drastic changes in tip structure or stability. These
general signaling classes are described in more detail below.

Mutant Receptors with OFF-Shifted or ON-Shifted Outputs. The
E385AjVjT and R388AjVjTjMjF receptors exhibited OFF-shifted
behaviors characterized by extensive CheR modification and re-
duced kinase activity and/or serine response threshold (Fig. 2).
The E385SjG and R388GjW receptors exhibited ON-shifted be-
haviors, characterized by full kinase activities, elevated K1/2 serine
responses, and wild-type extents of modification by both CheB and
CheR (Fig. 2). The amino acid replacements in these output-
shifted receptors may alter the relative stabilities of the native tip
structures to shift an equilibrium between kinase-ON and kinase-
OFF signaling conformations.
The signaling properties of output-shifted E385* and R388*

receptors differed in several respects (Fig. 2). In the adaptation-

deficient host, OFF-shifted receptors at both residues had sub-
stantially reduced response cooperativities (SI Appendix, Table
S2). However, the ON-shifted E385*SjQ receptors also had low
response cooperativities, whereas the ON-shifted R388GjW re-
ceptors had wild-type Hill coefficients (SI Appendix, Table S3).
In the adaptation-competent host, all output-shifted E385* mu-
tants showed clear evidence of sensory adaptation (E385AjS in
Fig. 3; E385VjTjQ in SI Appendix, Fig. S3), whereas adaptation to
a K1/2 serine stimulus was less apparent in the output-shifted
R388* mutants (R388AjG in Fig. 3; R388TjW in SI Appendix,
Fig. S3). Both groups of receptors exhibited essentially wild-type
steady-state kinase activities in the R+B+ host, indicating that the
mutant receptors are capable of achieving adaptational output
control, albeit more slowly than wild-type Tsr. Among all R388*
mutants, only the R388K receptor exhibited adaptation behavior
similar to the wild type. However, its kinase activity was notably
higher in the adaptation-proficient host than in the adaptation-
deficient host (SI Appendix, Figs. S2 and S3), a behavior we ad-
dress in Discussion.
The more severely OFF-shifted R388VjMjF receptors pro-

duced some kinase activity in the R−B− host but failed to fully
recover that activity following a serine stimulus (Fig. 4). In the
R+B+ host, these receptors produced no appreciable kinase
activity (Figs. 2 and 4); Attractant stimuli and the sensory ad-
aptation system seem to regulate not only the kinase activities of
wild-type receptors but also the average size of signaling teams in
the receptor array (16, 17, 31–33). Kinase-ON output favors
large teams; kinase-OFF output favors smaller teams. To ask
whether changes in signal team size might play a role in kinase
lability behaviors, we examined the R388VjMjF receptors in
adaptation-deficient strain UU2869, which has a mutant CheW
(W-X3) incapable of forming array interface 2 connections be-
tween core units (16). Wild-type Tsr retained near-normal kinase
activity in UU2869 but responded to serine with enhanced sen-
sitivity and greatly reduced cooperativity, hallmarks of non-
networked signaling teams (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 D and E).
The R388VjMjF receptors, however, produced no kinase
activity in UU2869 (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Table S4). We
conclude that the side-chain replacements in these mutant
receptors destabilize the kinase-ON state but may also serve to
trap the receptor in a kinase-OFF state after responding to a
serine pulse.

Mutant Receptors with Poor Output Control. In the adaptation-
deficient host, the E385G and E385N receptors produced
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notably slow, low-cooperativity kinase-inhibition responses to a K1/2
serine stimulus; recovery of kinase activity upon serine removal
was also slow (Fig. 5). However, their stimulus responses were
not especially slow in the adaptation-competent host (Fig. 5),
suggesting that adaptational adjustments of output activity or
array connectivity might accelerate their response kinetics. Array
connectivity is most likely the critical factor because the mutant
responses also exhibited wild-type kinetics in the CheW-X3 host
(Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Table S4).
The E385FjYjWjH receptors exhibited noncooperative, par-

tial kinase-control responses in the adaptation-deficient host
(E385Y in Fig. 6; E385FjWjH in SI Appendix, Fig. S4 A–C).
These mutant receptors produced near-normal levels of kinase
activity but down-regulated less than half of that activity in re-
sponse to a saturating serine stimulus. An adaptation-competent
host remedied this aberrant behavior (Fig. 6 and SI Appendix, Fig.
S4 A and B), implying that its origins might be mechanistically
related to those of the slow-response receptors. Indeed, the
CheW-X3 host also alleviated partial control of kinase activity by
this group of receptor mutants (e.g., E385Y in Fig. 6 and SI Ap-
pendix, Table S4), indicating that network connections between
core signaling units impair their signaling behaviors.
The partial responses of E385FjYjWjH receptors in the host

lacking sensory adaptation enzymes resembled in several re-
spects those of wild-type Tsr in an adaptation-proficient host
(compare Figs. 3 and 6). The E385Y (Fig. 6) and E385W (SI
Appendix, Fig. S4B) responses were especially notable. Serine
concentrations near their response K1/2 elicited down-regulation
of kinase activity, followed by a rapid return of prestimulus ac-
tivity. Upon serine removal, kinase activity increased briefly,
reminiscent of the activity overshoot produced by methylation of
the wild-type receptor in an adaptation-competent host. How-
ever, in the host containing CheR and CheB, the E385Y and
E385W receptors showed no adaptation behaviors (Fig. 6 and SI
Appendix, Fig. S4B), suggesting that the QEQEE modification
state is important to their kinase recovery process. In the CheW-
X3 host, the E385Y receptor showed complete control of kinase
activity and no adaptation-like behavioral responses (Fig. 6); in
contrast, the E385W receptor lost all kinase activity (SI Appen-
dix, Fig. S4B). We conclude that network connections between
the core signaling complexes of these mutant receptors play
important roles not only in producing their kinase activities but

also in implementing their adaptation-like behaviors in the ab-
sence of the CheR and CheB enzymes.
The E385IjLjM receptors produced kinase activity in the

R−B− host but failed to respond to even very high concentrations
of serine (Fig. 2). Although they responded to serine in the R+B+
host, those signaling behaviors were unusual in several respects:
For example, both the E385I receptor, a superb CheR substrate,
and E385M, a poor CheR substrate, showed very high kinase
activities in the R+B+ host, despite gaining the ability to down-
regulate that activity in response to serine (Fig. 2 and SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S3B). The serine response of the E385I receptor also
exhibited slow kinetics consistent with concomitant array
remodeling events (SI Appendix, Fig. S3B). We designate these
mutant receptors as “inverted” because the sensory adaptation
system increased their kinase activities. In Discussion, we suggest
a mechanism for this behavior.

Mutant Receptors with Locked Outputs. The R388DjE and E385P
receptors produced no kinase activity in either R−B− or R+B+
FRET hosts (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Tables S2 and S3). In
principle, these locked-OFF outputs might simply reflect an in-
ability to assemble signaling complexes. However, these mutant
receptors did form cellular clusters in strain UU3406, which
expresses a CheA::mYFP reporter (SI Appendix, Fig. S5A). Over
85% of UU3046 cells containing wild-type Tsr receptors exhibited
one or several fluorescent spots; the locked-OFF E385P and
R388D receptors (and the severely OFF-shifted R388T receptor)
produced fluorescent spots similar to the wild-type in size and
location, albeit at somewhat lower frequency (SI Appendix, Fig.
S5A). The R388E receptor actually produced more prominent and
more numerous clusters than the wild-type control (SI Appendix,
Fig. S5A). Thus, the kinase-OFF outputs of these mutant recep-
tors are not due to failure to assemble core signaling complexes.
The R388DjE receptors were highly modified by CheR, consistent
with a native OFF-output state. In contrast, the E385P receptor
appears to have a nonnative tip structure. It was a very poor
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substrate for CheR and CheB modifications (Fig. 2), suggesting
that its methylation helix bundle lies outside the preferred sub-
strate conformation for either adaptation enzyme.
The E385KjRjDjC receptors produced serine-impervious kinase

activity in both FRET tester hosts (Fig. 2). Similar to the inverted
E385IjLjM mutants, these locked-ON receptors exhibited high
kinase activity in the adaptation-competent host and disparate
substrate properties for the adaptation enzymes: E385D was re-
fractory to CheR modification, E385C was extensively modified by
CheR, and E385KjR were modified to wild-type extent by both
CheR and CheB (Fig. 2).
The signaling properties of the E385KjR and R388DjE re-

ceptors were more extreme than those produced by uncharged
amino acid replacements (Fig. 2). Their locked outputs might
reflect substantial destabilization of local structure due to charge
repulsion between the wild-type side chain at one residue and a
charge-reversed side chain at the other. If so, then doubly mutant
receptors with charge reversals at both residues might have more
normal signaling properties. This proved to be the case: In the
adaptation-proficient strain, all four doubly mutant receptors
produced appropriately adjusted levels of kinase activity and
down-regulated that activity in response to serine (SI Appendix,
Fig. S5B). However, the doubly mutant receptors did not exhibit
sensory adaptation and did not support serine chemotaxis in soft
agar tests.

Discussion
CheA Control in Chemoreceptor Signaling Complexes. The auto-
phosphorylation activity of CheA coupled to receptors in core
signaling units is more than 100-fold greater than that of CheA
molecules alone (34–36). That activity increase is largely due to
enhancement of CheA domain interactions that occur rarely in
uncoupled molecules (37–40). The short linkers that join the
CheA ATP-binding domain (P4) to its flanking dimerization (P3)
and CheW-binding (P5) domains play key roles in receptor-
coupled activation (39, 41, 42), conceivably by stabilizing the P3/
P4 and P4/P5 interfaces (Fig. 1). In kinase-ON signaling complexes,
the phospho-accepting CheA.P1 domain is in dynamic motion,
presumably reflecting transient interactions with the P4 domain
during the autophosphorylation reaction cycle (38, 43). In kinase-
OFF complexes, the P1 domain is more static, perhaps stably
docked to the P4 domain (43).
In core units, the hairpin tip of one receptor molecule in each

trimer contacts the P5 domain of one CheA subunit (Fig. 1) (44,
45), but that interaction is not critical to CheA control (46).
Rather, the CheW-bound receptor in each trimer probably
controls CheA activity through the CheW-CheA.P5 interface
1 connection (Fig. 1) (46, 47), in turn enabling P5 to control
P4 through their mutual interface and connecting linker (41, 42).
To mediate CheA control, the tip of the CheW-bound receptor
might transmit dynamic motions to P5 or it might propagate
discrete conformational changes to P5. In either case, the
signaling-related motions appear to be small (47).

Signal Transmission from HAMP to the Hairpin Tip. Signal trans-
mission in the cytoplasmic domains of MCP-family chemore-
ceptors proceeds mainly through opposed dynamic coupling of
adjacent structural elements (2, 48). Attractant stimuli trigger
kinase-OFF output by enhancing the packing stability of the
HAMP four-helix bundle (49–51), which in turn reduces the
stability of the methylation helices (52–54) or their packing in-
teractions in the MH bundle (49, 50, 55, 56). The sensory ad-
aptation system restores prestimulus kinase activity by reversing
those MH bundle structural changes (54, 57).
The yin-yang model of output control in chemoreceptors

proposed that the MH bundle and hairpin tip might also be
coupled in frozen-dynamic opposition through the intervening
flexible region and glycine hinge (Fig. 7A) (58). The structural
coupling mechanism might involve axial rotation of the flexible
region helices (56) or opposed helix-packing arrangements above
and below the glycine hinge (3). In any case, the glycine hinge

residues clearly play an important role in signal transmission to
the tip (59, 60). A number of in vitro structural studies support
dynamics-based signal transmission in chemoreceptors but have
not provided a consensus view of output-dependent differences
in dynamic behavior at the hairpin tip (52, 55, 61–63).
All known MCP-family chemoreceptors contain a phenylala-

nine pair at the center of the protein interaction region in their
hairpin tips (3, 20). This invariant structural feature must play a
key role in the receptor tip signaling mechanism. An all-atom
molecular dynamics (MD) analysis of Tsr (the region shown in
Fig. 7A) revealed flips in the aromatic stacking arrangement of
F396 residues at the subunit interface that accompanied discrete
conformational changes in the tip (20) (Fig. 7C). One confor-
mation predominated in a Tsr [EEEEE] model with unmodified
adaptation sites; the other predominated in a Tsr [QQQQE]
model with methyl-mimicking Q residues at four of the five ad-
aptation sites. A Tsr [QEQEE] model switched frequently be-
tween these two conformations, spending comparable time in
each. Ortega et al. (20) suggested that these alternative tip
structures represent kinase-OFF and kinase-ON output states
and that aromatic stacking of F396 residues constrains the tip to
these two conformations. In this two-state view of tip signaling,
the flexible region and glycine hinge would shift the ON-OFF
output equilibrium by transmitting helix rotation or bundle-
twisting motions that favor one or the other aromatic stacking
arrangement. We make the case below that the signaling prop-
erties of Tsr-E385* and R388* receptor mutants are best
explained by a two-state mechanism for tip signaling.

Experimental Support for a Two-State Model of Hairpin Tip Signaling.
The E385 and R388 residues form salt bridge connections be-
tween adjacent dimers in the Tsr [QQQQE] trimer crystal struc-
ture (5) (Fig. 7B), which most likely represents a kinase-ON
conformation (5–7, 64). An MD-derived model of the kinase-ON
core complex also exhibits the salt-bridge arrangement (18). The
salt bridge is not essential for trimer stability or core complex
formation because mutant E385* and R388* receptors efficiently
assembled core signaling complexes and arrays (this study; ref. 22).
It follows that the E385 and R388 residues in the outer subunits of
trimers (Fig. 7B) also play no critical role in CheW or CheA.P5
interactions. The E385-R388 salt bridge is also not important for
CheA activation or control because many of the mutant receptors,
including E385G and R388G, promoted wild-type kinase activities
and responded to serine stimuli in both adaptation-deficient and
adaptation-proficient hosts. Although the glycine replacement
receptors had elevated serine response thresholds, seemingly
consistent with a dynamic ON-state structure, other side-chain
replacements that might be expected to destabilize the native
trimer structure (e.g., E385AjP; R388DjE) did not cause ON-
shifted outputs.
At its trimer-axis location, the R388 side chain is solvent-

exposed and relatively unconstrained, whereas the E385 side
chain resides in a cavity, packed against the C′-helix of the other
subunit in the receptor dimer (Fig. 7 B and C). Amino acid re-
placements at either residue can disrupt the interdimer salt
bridges in trimers, but owing to packing constraints, E385* re-
placements could have more drastic structural and functional
consequences than their R388* counterparts. Indeed, small side-
chain replacements were relatively well-tolerated at both posi-
tions, whereas larger replacements, especially at E385, caused
more aberrant signaling properties. The AjVjT replacements at
E385 or R388 caused OFF-shifted outputs; other replacements
(E385SjQ; R388GjW) produced ON-shifted behaviors. These mu-
tant receptors all responded to serine control in both adaptation-
proficient and adaptation-deficient hosts. We conclude that they
have only modest changes in structure and function at the hairpin
tip. In the context of a two-state tip model, their shifted outputs
could be due to a change in the relative stabilities of the native ON
and OFF conformations.
Other side-chain replacements produced more drastic signal-

ing defects: slow response kinetics (E385NjG); partial kinase
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control (E385FjYjWjH); inverted response to adaptational mod-
ification (E385IjLjM); labile kinase activities (R388VjMjF); and
locked-ON (E385KjRjDjC) or locked-OFF (E385P; R388DjE)
outputs. Some of these mutant receptors might have more dy-
namic hairpin tips, but we contend that their mutant behaviors
arise mainly through substantial stabilization or destabilization of
one native tip conformation and/or from being trapped in a
nonnative tip structure, and not from a change in tip dynamic
properties per se. The slow-response (E385NjG), partial control
(E385FjYjWjH), and inverted control (E385IjLjM) receptors
seem to be defective to varying extents in reaching the native
attractant-induced OFF conformation (see below), whereas the
labile activities of the R388VjMjF receptors probably reflect
serine-induced rearrangements that trap the mutant tips in the
OFF conformation (see below).

Structural Bases for Mutant Signaling Properties. Structural features
of the two-state tip model can explain E385* and R388* sig-
naling defects. We assume that those signaling defects arise
mainly from structural changes at the trimer axis location (Fig.
7B), but cannot rule out the possibility of additional signaling
contributions from the E385 and R388 residues in their outer
locations, for example, through a noncritical interaction with
receptor-bound CheW.
In wild-type Tsr, the E385-R388 salt bridge would stabilize the

ON-state F396 stacking arrangement, whereas dissipation of the
salt-bridge connection would favor the alternative OFF-state

stacking arrangement (Fig. 7C). Whether the members of a tri-
mer are conformationally coupled and shift in synchrony as a
single allosteric entity remains an open question. This may not be
the case because attractant responses of individual core units
have Hill coefficients below 2 (16, 34). In any event, coupled
movements of the receptors are not essential to the model, so we
consider only the structural changes in one member of a trimer
(Fig. 7C). The signal-state conformational shifts are accompa-
nied by rotation of three helices relative to the N-helix, whose
position may be fixed through extensive contacts with the N-
helices at the trimer axis (20). Viewed from the membrane to-
ward the tip, the direction of rotation is counterclockwise in the
ON state and clockwise in the OFF state (Fig. 7C). These ro-
tational motions are most likely responsible for CheA activity
control (see below). Because the E385-R388 salt bridge itself is
not critical to the kinase-ON state, the key difference between
the ON and OFF states could be the configuration of the
E385 side chain at the trimer axis. In the wild-type ON state, the
salt bridge positions the E385 side chain away from the adjacent
C′-helix, whereas in the OFF state, a less-constrained E385 side
chain could impinge on its C′-helix neighbor, promoting clock-
wise rotation of the other helices (Fig. 7C).
The side-chain methyl groups of the E385AjTjV receptors

probably pack preferentially against the C′-helix to promote
clockwise rotation and OFF-shifted output, but they might also
engage the aliphatic portion of the R388 side chain to promote
occasional counterclockwise rotation and kinase-ON ouput. The
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green) subunits of each receptor dimer.
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polar side-chain character of the E385SjQ receptors could pro-
mote counterclockwise rotation and ON-shifted output through
H-bonding interactions with the charged group of the R388 side
chain. Those amino acid replacements might be small enough to
allow occasional interactions with the C′-helix that trigger shifts
to the OFF-state.
The small side chains of the R388AjVjT receptors produce

OFF-shifted output, perhaps by occupying the apolar E385 cavity
without steric hindrance. The mutant side chains of the R388GjW
receptors, which produce ON-shifted output, would probably have
less affinity for the E385 cavity. In contrast, the labile kinase ac-
tivity of the R388VjMjF receptors could be caused by rearrange-
ment of their hydrophobic side chains in the apolar environment
around E385, augmented by serine-induced shifts to the OFF
conformation. The acidic side chains of the locked-OFF R388DjE
receptors, although solvent exposed, might engender charge-
repulsion effects that constrain the acidic E385 side chain to the
OFF-state conformation.
The slow-responding, ON-shifted E385G receptor, lacking a

side-chain contribution, is most likely defective in stabilizing the
OFF conformation. The E385N receptor has similar signaling
properties, but was a very poor substrate for CheR, suggesting
that its short, polar side chain might actively destabilize the OFF
state and at the same time stabilize an ON conformation through
H bonding with R388. The locked-ON output of E385D prob-
ably represents a more extreme example of such a dual effect.
That receptor was refractory to CheR but in the QEQEE
modification state produced only intermediate levels of kinase
activity. In a host with both adaptation enzymes, its kinase ac-
tivity increased considerably but remained unresponsive to ser-
ine. We suggest that the aspartic acid side chain destabilizes the
OFF conformation and that it forms a salt-bridge connection
with R388, but one that distorts the native ON conformation due
to its shorter length. CheB-mediated deamidation probably shifts
the receptor away from that suboptimal ON conformation to-
ward the native ON state. The locked-ON E385KjR receptors
also appear to have suboptimal ON conformations, perhaps due
to charge repulsion by R388. Consistent with this idea, charge
reversals at both the 385 and 388 positions produced more
normal signaling properties.
The inverted adaptational responses of the E385IjLjM re-

ceptors represent further examples of suboptimal ON confor-
mations. E385I had moderate kinase activity, but CheR/CheB
substrate properties characteristic of an OFF-shifted receptor.
E385L is a normal substrate for both enzymes, whereas E385M
was a poor CheR substrate. The aliphatic side chains at these
mutant sites may each pack a bit differently into the E385 cavity,
constraining the receptor to one or several nonnative output
conformations. The E385FjYjWjH receptors produced near
wild-type levels of kinase activity but responded very poorly to
serine stimuli. Conceivably, a large planar side chain at residue
385 hinders the structural shifts needed to reach the OFF con-
formation. The locked-OFF E385P receptor was a poor substrate
for both CheR and CheB and appears to be even more con-
formationally challenged. Its destabilized tip helices might adopt
a relatively neutral conformation that neither activates the CheA
kinase nor provides sufficient structural feedback to allow the
methylation helices to achieve a preferred substrate state for
either adaptation enzyme.

Array-Influenced Signaling Properties of E385* and R388* Receptors.
The aberrant signaling properties of the E385FjY and E385NjG
receptors changed dramatically in a CheW-X3 host that could not
make interface 2 array connections: The partial-control E385FjY
receptors were able to down-regulate all of their kinase activity;
the slow-response E385NjG receptors acquired normal response
kinetics. These behavior changes imply that interface 2 connec-
tions impair the signaling responses of partial-control and slow-
response mutant receptors. We suggest that the large signaling
teams formed in array-competent cells resist down-regulation by
both classes of mutant receptors. The partial-control receptors

may only control the kinase activity from a minority fraction of
small signaling teams in the array. The mutant receptors cannot
initiate signaling shifts in more highly coupled signaling teams.
The slow-response receptors eventually control all signaling units
in the array but may depend on relatively slow stimulus-induced
changes in signal team size for effective kinase down-regulation.
Labile-activity (R388VjMjF) receptors and one partial-control

receptor (E385W) produced no kinase activity in the CheW-X3
host. The interface 2 connections formed between core com-
plexes during array assembly in the CheW+ host evidently con-
tribute to their ON-state activity. Perhaps serine stimuli weaken
or break those array connections in labile-activity receptors,
trapping them in conformations that disfavor reestablishment of
interface 2 array connections.

Activity-Dependent Changes in Array Connectivity. The array-
influenced signaling behaviors of mutant receptors probably re-
flect activity-dependent changes in array connectivity that also
occur in wild-type signaling complexes (31–33, 65–68). OFF-
shifting stimuli and adaptational modifications seem to reduce
signal team size; ON-shifting stimuli and receptor methylation
increase signal team size (31, 32). These changes take place on a
relatively slow timescale (33, 65, 66, 68), similar to the rate of
kinase down-regulation by a slow-response receptor. We suggest
that this array remodeling process involves a reciprocal tradeoff
in the potencies of interface 1 and interface 2 array contacts (Fig.
7E). In signaling complexes with low kinase activity, interface
1 predominates, limiting the connectivity between signaling units.
In high-activity arrays, interface 2 predominates, extending con-
nections between signaling units and weakening the interface
1 connections within signaling units. This model implies that a
strong interface 1 connection in a core complex inhibits its kinase
activity, whereas a weaker or transient connection promotes ki-
nase activity. Natale et al. (47) described attractant-induced re-
ductions in S-S cross-linking between cysteine reporters at
apposed CheW and CheA.P5 residues that they interpreted as
evidence of a weakened interface 1 in the OFF state. However, it
is equally possible that those interface 1 reporter sites become less
mobile in the OFF state, thereby reducing productive collisions
between them.
The two-state model of receptor tip output suggests a simple

mechanism for activity-dependent modulation of interface 1 and
2 interactions (Fig. 7D). In core signaling units, one dimer in
each trimer engages a CheW molecule (69), which, in turn, is
bound through interface 1 to the P5 domain (47) in one subunit
of the CheA dimer (Figs. 1 B and C and 7D). Viewed from the
membrane toward the tip, in the ON state the CheW-bound
N′-helix rotates counterclockwise (Fig. 7C), which could strain the
interface 1 interaction between CheW and its P5 partner and
enhance their interface 2 interactions (Fig. 7D). In the OFF
state, the CheW-bound receptor helix rotates clockwise, thereby
straining the interface 2 links and enhancing interface 1 interac-
tions. These predicted signaling motions of CheW and the
CheA.P5 domain relative to receptor molecules in a core com-
plex are respectively consistent with in vivo (70) and in vitro (44)
cross-linking results (Fig. 7D) and support the idea that interface
1 and interface 2 contacts change the conformation or dynamic
motion of the CheA.P5 domain to govern CheA activity. That
control mechanism remains to be elucidated.

Cooperativity and Adaptation Defects of Output-Shifted E385* and
R388* Receptors. In an adaptation-deficient host, wild-type Tsr
exhibits serine control responses with Hill coefficients of 10–20
(26, 71). In contrast, responses by the OFF-shifted E385AjVjT
and R388A receptors were much less cooperative, consistent
with signaling teams of smaller size predicted by the array-
remodeling process. Conversely, the ON-shifted R388GjW re-
ceptors produced highly cooperative responses, consistent with
large signaling teams. However, the ON-shifted E385SjQ re-
ceptors did not show high cooperativity responses. We specu-
late that these mutant receptors engender more team-to-team or
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cell-to-cell variability in serine response thresholds, which would
lead to ensemble FRET responses of apparent low cooperativity
(65). Single-cell FRET kinase assays could resolve this issue (65, 66).
The output-shifted E385* receptors (AjVjT [OFF]; SjQ [ON])

exhibited better sensory adaptation ability than their R388*
counterparts (E388A [OFF]; R388GjW [ON]). Mutant receptors
of each output class exhibited comparable substrate properties
for the CheR and CheB adaptation enzymes, so it is not clear
why their behaviors differ in a host with both adaptation en-
zymes. Further experiments will be needed to clarify the mech-
anistic basis for these differences.

Key Findings and Outstanding Questions. The mutant receptor be-
haviors characterized in this study suggest that the helical hairpin
tips of MCP-family chemoreceptors are two-state signaling de-
vices. How tip conformation responds to structural inputs from
the methylation helix bundle remains an open question. The
intervening flexible bundle and glycine hinge play important
roles in that signaling process (3, 59, 60, 72). The unusual array-
dependent signaling behaviors of some E385* and R388* re-
ceptors suggest a general mechanism by which chemoeffector
stimuli and adaptational modifications influence the cooperative
connections between core signaling units. The array remodeling
process may involve activity-dependent changes in the relative
strengths of interface 1 and 2 interactions between the CheW
and CheA.P5 components of receptor signaling complexes. This
mechanistic model makes testable predictions to guide follow-up
experiments on signaling in chemoreceptor arrays.

Materials and Methods
Bacterial Strains and Growth Conditions. All strains used in the study were
derivatives of E. coli strain RP437 (73) and are listed in SI Appendix, Table S1.
Bacterial cultures were grown in tryptone broth (10 g/L tryptone; 5 g/L NaCl)
at 30 °C with shaking.

Plasmids. Plasmids used in this study were as follows: pKG116 (74), a de-
rivative of pACYC184 (75) that confers chloramphenicol resistance and has a
sodium salicylate-inducible cloning site; FRET reporter plasmid pRZ30, a
derivative of pKG116 that expresses cheY-yfp and cheZ-cfp gene fusions
under salicylate control (71); pPA114, a pKG116 derivative that expresses
wild-type tsr (6); pVS88, a derivative of pTrc99A that expresses cheY-yfp and
cheZ-cfp under IPTG-inducible control (24); and pRR53, a pRR48 derivative
that expresses wild-type tsr under IPTG control (6).

Site-Directed Mutagenesis. Mutations in plasmids pRR53 and pPA114 were
generated by QuikChange PCR mutagenesis and confirmed by sequencing
the entire tsr coding region (21).

Expression Levels of Mutant Tsr Proteins. Tsr expression from pPA114 and
pRR53 derivatives was analyzed in strain UU2610 (CheR− CheB−). Protein
samples were prepared and analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate-containing
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS/PAGE) and immunoblotting as pre-
viously described (76). Quantification of protein levels was performed with
ImageJ as described (22).

Chemotaxis Assays. UU2612 strains carrying pPA114 Tsr-E385* derivatives
were assessed for chemotactic ability on tryptone soft-agar plates containing
12.5 μg/mL chloramphenicol and 0.6 μM sodium salicylate as previously de-
scribed (6). Plates were incubated at 30–32.5 °C for 6–8 h.

Clustering Assays.Mutant pRR53 and pPA114 derivatives were tested in strain
UU3046, which expresses a CheA::mYFP fusion protein. Cells were grown to
midexponential phase at 30 °C in tryptone broth containing 12.5 μg/mL
chloramphenicol and 0.6 μMNaSal inducer for pPA114 derivatives, or 50 μg/mL
ampicillin and 100 μM IPTG inducer for pRR53 derivatives. Cells were ana-
lyzed by fluorescence microscopy as previously described (6).

Receptor Modification Assays. Strains UU2610, UU2611, and UU2632 carrying
mutant tsr plasmids were grown and induced for Tsr expression as described
above for clustering assays. Cells were washed twice, and one sample was
treated with 10 mM L-serine for 30 min at 30 °C. Cell lysates were analyzed by
SDS/PAGE, and Tsr protomers in different modifications states were visualized
by immunoblotting as previously described (77).

FRET Kinase Assays. The assay protocol and data analysis followed the pro-
cedures previously described in detail (25, 71). Briefly, FRET signals were
collected from cells expressing the reporter pair CheY-YFP and CheZ-CFP from
plasmid pRZ30 (for pRR53 derivatives) or from plasmid pVS88 (for pPA114
derivatives). FRET data were processed and fitted to a multisite Hill equation
using KaleidaGraph 4.5 software to obtain K1/2 and Hill coefficient values.
Maximal kinase activities were calculated from the FRET changes to a satu-
rating serine stimulus (25) or to treatment with 3 mMKCN (71), which collapses
cellular ATP, the phosphodonor for the CheA autophosphorylation reaction.

Protein Structural Display. Structure images were prepared with PyMOL
(Mac) software.
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Fig. S1 Chemotaxis performance of Tsr-R388* and Tsr-E385* receptors. Amino acid 5 
replacements in the mutant receptors, grouped by sidechain chemical character, are 6 
indicated with one-letter designations; + = wild-type residue. Chemotaxis performance of 7 
pPA114-E385*, pRR53-R388*, or pCS53-R388* (gray vertical lines) derivatives was 8 
measured in UU2612 on tryptone soft agar, as detailed in Materials & Methods. In our 9 
lab the standard deviation of these measurements is less than ±10%. Dashed lines at 10 
0.5 and 1.0 are simply to assist comparisons. The gray line at 0.15 indicates the colony 11 
size of UU2612 containing a control plasmid (pKG116 or pRR48).  12 
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 15 

Fig. S2 Signaling properties of Tsr-E385* and Tsr-R388* receptors. Amino acid 16 
replacements in mutant receptors, grouped by sidechain chemical character, are 17 
indicated with one-letter designations; + = wild-type residue. Top and middle panels in 18 
each figure show data from FRET kinase assays. In our lab, standard deviations for K1/2 19 
measurements are typically less than ±25%; those for Hill coefficients and kinase 20 
activities are typically less than ±50% (1-8). Dashed horizontal lines indicate values for 21 
wild-type Tsr in the UU2567 (R-B-; black lines) and UU2700 (R+B+; gray lines) hosts. All 22 
kinase activities are normalized to that of wild-type Tsr in UU2567 and represent the 23 
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larger of the activity inhibited by a saturating serine stimulus (white and black bars) or by 24 
KCN treatment (light gray and dark gray bars). Bottom panels in each figure summarize 25 
the extent of adaptational modifications, measured as described in Materials and 26 
Methods. Hill coefficients in UU2567 (see Tables S2 & S3) were classified as wild-type 27 
(open diamond); below 7 (gray diamond); below 4 and with a response time more than 28 
twice the wild-type (dark gray diamond) about 1 and with inhibition of less than 60% of 29 
kinase activity (diamond with thick black border). 30 
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Fig. S3  Examples of E385*and R388* signaling behaviors in FRET kinase assays. Kinase 34 
responses are shown as changes in the pre-stimulus ratio of CheY-YFP to CheZ-CFP 35 
emission counts in FRET kinase assays. Dashed lines indicate relative baseline 36 
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activities in UU2567 (R-B-) and UU2700 (R+B+). All traces have the same activity and 37 
time scales. Gray rectangles indicate periods during which cells experienced the 38 
indicated concentrations of serine. Serine stimuli were near the K1/2 concentrations in 39 
both hosts except as indicated below. 40 
A. Output-shifted E385* receptors; see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for additional examples. 41 
B. E385* receptors with paradoxical signaling properties; also see Fig. 2 42 
C. Output-shifted R388* receptors; see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for additional examples. 43 
D. Wild-type Tsr responses in UU2869 (adaptation-defective, array-defective). 44 
E. Hill fits of dose-response data for wild-type Tsr and Tsr-E385G in array-competent 45 
(UU2567) and array-defective (UU2869) hosts lacking sensory adaptation enzymes. 46 
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 48 

 49 

Fig. S4  Signaling properties of E385* receptors exhibiting partial kinase control. 50 
A. Kinase control responses of Tsr-E385F in array-competent (UU2567; UU2700) and 51 
array-defective (UU2869) hosts. Kinase activity responses are shown as changes in the 52 
pre-stimulus ratio of CheY-YFP to CheZ-CFP emission counts in FRET kinase assays. 53 
Gray rectangles indicate periods during which cells experienced the indicated 54 
concentrations of serine. Response traces were from the same experiment; gaps 55 
indicate serine concentration(s) omitted from the trace. The derived K1/2 concentration is 56 
shown below the trace; other parameter values are given in panel D. 57 
B. Kinase control responses of Tsr-E385W. Open and closed vertical arrows indicate 58 
adaptation-like behaviors in the host lacking adaptation enzymes. See panel A for other 59 
details. 60 
C. Kinase control responses of Tsr-E385H in the UU2567 host. See panels A and B for 61 
details. 62 
D. Hill fits of E385* serine responses. Each panel shows two Hill fits for serine responses 63 
from FRET kinase assays in receptor-less, adaptation-deficient hosts: UU2567 is array- 64 
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competent; UU2869 expresses a mutant form of CheW (CheW-X3) that abrogates 65 
interface 2 connections between core signaling units. The data for UU2567 responses 66 
(filled circles) come from two independent experiments with a single fit applied to all data 67 
points. The response parameters are the averaged values from two separate 68 
experimental fits (see Table S3). The data for UU2869 responses (unfilled circles) are in 69 
each case fits from a single experiment. 70 
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 75 

Fig. S5 Phenotypes of locked-output E385* and R388* receptors.  76 
A. Core complex formation by kinase-OFF receptors. UU3046 (receptor-less, ∆cheRBYZ 77 
cheA::myfp) cells containing receptor plasmids were imaged by phase contrast and 78 
fluorescence microscopy as detailed in Materials and Methods. Panels show overlays of 79 
fluorescence and phase images. All fluorescence images were taken at the same 80 
exposure setting. 81 
B. Signaling properties of single and double charge-reversal. Amino acids at residues 82 
385 and 388 are indicated in single-letter designations with mutant replacements circled. 83 
Data from FRET kinase assays are summarized as in Fig. S2.  84 
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 70 

Table S1. Bacterial strains 71 

Strain relevant genotype Ref 

UU1250 (tsr)Δ7028 (tar-tap)Δ5201 (trg)Δ100 aerΔ1 (9) 

UU1613 
tar-S364C (tsr)Δ7028 (trg)Δ100 

(tap-cheB)Δ2234 (cheA-cheW)Δ2167  
(10) 

UU1623 (tsr)Δ7028 (tap)Δ3654 (trg)Δ100 (11) 

UU2610 (tsr)Δ5547 (tar-cheB)Δ4346 (trg)Δ4543 aerΔ1  (12) 

UU2611 (tsr)Δ5547 (tar-cheR)Δ4283 (trg)Δ4543 aerΔ1  (12) 

UU2612 (tsr)Δ5547 (tar-tap)Δ4530 (trg)Δ4543 aerΔ1  (12) 

UU2632 (tsr)Δ5547 (tar-tap)Δ4530 cheBΔ4345 (trg)Δ4543 aerΔ1 (12) 

UU2378 tsr-T156K (tar-tap)Δ5201 (trg)Δ4543 aerΔ-1  ΔrecA (11) 

UU2567 
(tsr)Δ5547 (trg)Δ4543 aerΔ1 

(tar-cheZ)Δ4211 (cheY-cheZ)Δ1215 
(2) 

UU2700 
(tsr)Δ5547 (tar-tap)Δ4530 (trg)Δ4543 aerΔ 

 (cheY-cheZ)Δ1215  
(2) 

UU2869 
(tsr)Δ5547 (trg)Δ4543 aerΔ1 (tar-cheZ)Δ4211 

(cheY-cheZ)Δ1215 cheW-X3(R117D/E121R/F122S) 
(13) 

UU3046 (tsr)Δ5547 (trg)Δ4543 aerΔ1 (tar-cheZ)Δ4211 cheA::mYFP    this work 

 72 

 73 

 74 

 75 

 76 

 77 



Table S2.  Properties of Tsr-E385* mutants 
 

  
fraction of wild-type 

 serine responses in  
UU2567 (CheR- CheB-) c 

 serine responses in 
UU2700 (CheR+ CheB+) c 

E385* taxis a [CheA*] b  K1/2 Hill Act  K1/2 Hill Act 
  

A 0.28 ± 0.01 1.25 ± 0.07  4.7 5.5 0.43  1.2 0.7 0.31 

V 0.15 ± 0.01 0.70  3.6 4.9 0.22  0.3 1.9 0.14 

I 0.10 ± 0.01 0.65  NR NR 0.57  160 2.5 1.12 

L 0.15 ± 0.06 [4] 0.95  NR NR 0.80  17 2.6 0.57 

M 0.11 ± 0.01 1.1  NR NR 0.93  37 6.4 1.46 

F 0.39 ± 0.02 0.80  250 ± 36 1.5 ± 0.5 0.16 / 0.89 d  11 9.5 0.70 

Y 0.21 ± 0.01 0.85  240 ± 141 0.65 ± 0.2  0.25 / 0.84 d  5.4 2.0 0.33 

W 0.29 ± 0.03 1.1  130 ± 5 0.8 ± 0.2 0.30 / 0.88 d  4.1 3.9 0.41 

H 0.16 ± 0.01 0.85  160 0.9  0.36 / 0.57 d  7.0 2.0 0.20 

K 0.17 ± 0.01 0.70  NR NR 0.40  15 1.1 0.76 

R 0.11 ± 0.01 0.90  NR NR 0.45  NR NR 0.51 

D 0.09 ± 0.01 0.75  NR NR 0.39  NR NR 1.57 

E (wt) 1.0 1.0  18 ± 1.4 10 ± 3.4 1.00  0.2 1.6 0.27 

N 0.64 ± 0.03 [4] 0.55  260 ± 93 [3] 2.1 ± 1.4 [3] 0.76 / 0.97 d  3.7 2.9 0.36 

Q 0.40 ± 0.06 [4] 0.60  110 6.6 1.17  0.6 1.1 0.45 

S 0.37 ± 0.01 1.3  46 5.4 1.16  0.8 1.0 0.18 

T 0.39 ± 0.03 [4] 1.0  2.8 3.5 0.71  0.6 1.8 0.25 

C 0.15 ± 0.01 1.3  NR NR 0.71  NR NR 1.00 

G 0.20 ± 0.01 1.0  300 ± 110 3.4 ± 0.6 0.88  1.2 6.8 0.25 

P 0.10 ± 0.01 0.65  NR NR 0.0  NR NR 0.0 

a Colony size produced by pPA114 Tsr-E385* plasmids in receptor-less host UU2612 (CheR+ CheB+) on tryptone soft agar 
plates incubated for 6-8 hours at 32.5°C.  Values are averages and standard deviations of two or more [N] measurements 
relative to a wild-type control on the same plate. 

b Intracellular level of mutant Tsr protein expressed by E385* plasmids in receptor-less host UU2610 (CheR- CheB-), 
normalized to the wild-type level.  Values for Tsr-E385A show the average and standard deviation from two independent 
expriments to illustrate the reproducibility of the measurements.  For all other mutant proteins, values below 1.0 were rounded to the 
nearest 0.05 and values above 1.0 were rounded to the nearest 0.1. 

c Data are from FRET-based dose-response experiments (see Methods for details). K1/2 values are in µM serine units.  Unless 
averaged from multiple experiments, K1/2 and Hill values below 10 were rounded to the nearest 0.1, values above 10 were 
rounded to the nearest whole number, and values above 100 were rounded to the nearest 10.  Kinase activities are the larger 
of the value obtained from the FRET change to a saturating serine stimulus or to 3 mM KCN treatment (italics).  Kinase values 
are normalized to the wild type kinase activity in strain UU2567 (CheR- CheB-).  K1/2 and Hill measurements with error values 
represent means and standard deviations based on two or more [N] independent experiments. 

d First value is the activity inhibited by a saturating serine stimulus; italiciized value is the activity revealed by KCN treatment. 

NR: no response to 10 mM serine 



Table S3.  Properties of Tsr-R388* mutants 
 

 

  serine responses in  
UU2567 (CheR- CheB-) a 

 serine responses in 
UU2700 (CheR+ CheB+) a 

R388*  K1/2 Hill Act  K1/2 Hill Act 
  

A  13 2.2 0.79  1.4 ± 0.4 [3] 1.1 ± 0.4 [3] 0.35 ± 0.1 [3] 

V  AD AD 0.66  NR NR 0.0 

M  AD AD 0.36  NR NR 0.0 

F  AD AD 0.83 ± 0.12  NR NR 0.0 

W  340 17 1.11  0.6 3.1 0.34 

K  70 10 0.28  1.7 2.1 0.72 

R (wt)  16 37 1.0  0.7 1.7 1.0 

D  NR NR 0.0  NR NR 0.0 

E  NR NR 0.0  NR NR 0.0 

T  NR NR 0.0  2.1 0.9 0.21 

G  120 8.8 1.11  0.65 ± 0.4 [3] 1.4 ± 0.3 [3] 0.35 ± 0.07 [3] 

a Data are from FRET-based dose-response experiments (see Methods for details).  K1/2 values are 
in µM serine units. Unless averaged from multiple experiments, K1/2 and Hill values below 10 were 
rounded to the nearest 0.1, values above 10 were rounded to the nearest whole number, and 
values above 100 were rounded to the nearest 10.  Kinase activities are the larger of the value 
obtained from the FRET change to a saturating serine stimulus or to 3 mM KCN treatment (italics).  
Kinase values are normalized to the wild type kinase activity in strain UU2567 (CheR- CheB-).    
Measurements with error values represent means and standard deviations based on two or more 
[N] independent experiments. 

AD: Activity declined but did not recover after an initial serine stimulus. 

NR: no response to 10 mM serine 

 
 



 

Table S4.  Signaling parameters of Tsr E385* and 

R388* receptors in a CheW-X3 host. 

 
 

 serine responses in UU2869 
(CheR- CheB- CheW-X3)  

Tsr mutant K1/2 Hill Act 
  

pPA114 (wt) 9.1 1.4 0.83 

    

E385G 17 1.1 0.43 

E385N 67 1.4 0.44 

    

E385F 180 1.3 0.31 

E385Y 57 1.1 0.42 

E385W NR NR 0.00 

    

R388V NR NR 0.00 

R388M NR NR 0.00 

R388F NR NR 0.00 

 

Data are from FRET-based dose-response experiments (see Methods 
for details). K1/2 values are in µM serine units. K1/2 and Hill values below 
10 were rounded to the nearest 0.1, values above 10 were rounded to 
the nearest whole number, and values above 100 were rounded to the 
nearest 10.  Kinase activities are the larger of the value obtained from 
the FRET change to a saturating serine stimulus or to 3 mM KCN 
treatment (italics).  Kinase values are normalized to the wild type kinase 
activity in strain UU2567 (CheR- CheB- CheW+). 

NR: no response to 10 mM serine 
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